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1. Introduction
Amorphous chalcogenide materials, containing heavy tellurium
atoms, tend to exhibit complicated interatomic interactions,
which are often challenging to be thoroughly analyzed experi-
mentally.[1] This circumstance has been dramatically changed
recently with the advent of density-func-
tional theory (DFT)-based ab initio meth-
ods, capable of simulating reasonably
large model systems of more than a few
hundred atoms.[2,3] The recent develop-
ment of the first-principles DFT calcula-
tions has, hence, brought about a
significant reform of the research on chalco-
genides by providing an accurate tool for
analyzing and predicting chalcogenide
properties, thereby paving the way for in sil-
ico materials discovery. Combined with
experimental methods, a wide range of chal-
cogenide compositions are now routinely
investigated computationally in diverse
research areas, including topological insula-
tors,[4] memory devices,[5] thermoelectric
energy conversion,[6] etc.
Phase-change (memory) materials
(PCMs), a subgroup of chalcogenide mate-
rials, have been of great scientific and
industrial interest due to their unique
material properties, leading to the next-
generation of optical/electronic memory
technology.[5,7] The majority of PCMs
reported so far are telluride compounds.[8]
This is because, in most cases, the prerequisite material conditions
for the non-volatile memory application are met only by this mate-
rial type. On the other hand, most sulfide or selenide compounds
seldom fulfil the required conditions, for instance, for a large opti-
cal contrast between their amorphous (a-) and crystalline (c-)
phases, and of an ultrafast crystallization speed of the a-phase,
on the order of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds. The former
requirement of a large optical contrast corresponds to there being
a large difference in dielectric constants or Born effective charges
(BECs) between the two phases, whereas the latter fast crystalliza-
tion is associated with facile local structural changes or valence-
charge redistribution in amorphous PCMs.[9] From a structural
point of view, these twomaterial requirements appear to be in con-
flict with each other, in that large (small) overall structural changes
are anticipated for the former (latter) condition, respectively. More
recently, it has also been reported[10] that PCMs are good candidate
materials for thermoelectric energy conversion, exhibiting high
thermoelectric figures of merit. Their small values of lattice ther-
mal conductivities were attributed to the presence of large anhar-
monicities.[11,12] Zeier et al.[13] also revealed rather general
correlations between small values of the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity and chemical-bonding properties of the constituent ele-
ments, such as a large coordination number or long bond lengths.
Here, we attempt to address the question of how to understand
the interesting material properties of chalcogenide PCMs, and of
some non-PCMs, from the point of view of the multi-center
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A comprehensive understanding of chemical interactions underlying the network
structure of chalcogenide materials is a crucial prerequisite for comprehending
their microscopic structures, physicochemical properties, and capabilities for
current or potential applications. However, for many chalcogenide materials, an
inherent difficulty is often present in investigating their chemical properties, due
to the involvement of delocalized bonding and non-bonding (“lone-pair”) elec-
trons, which requires interaction mechanisms beyond that of conventional two-
center, two-electron covalent bonding. Herein, some recent progress in the
development of new interatomic interaction models for chalcogenides is reviewed,
in particular focusing on the multi-center hyperbonding model, proposed in an
effort to resolve this issue. The capability of this model in elucidating a diversity of
interesting material properties of phase-change materials (PCMs) is highlighted,
including Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST). These include the propensity of high coordination
numbers of constituent atoms, linear triatomic bonding geometries with short and
long bonds (often ascribed to the effect of a Peierls distortion), abnormally large
Born effective charges of crystalline GST, large optical contrast between amor-
phous and crystalline GST, ultrafast crystallization speed of amorphous GST, and
the chemical origin differentiating non-PCM from PCM chalcogenide materials.
Other bonding models for these materials are also briefly discussed.
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hyperbonding model developed recently through the first-princi-
ples DFT simulations.[14] Although we focus here on the
Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) material, the prototypical PCM, the conclusions
are quite general for other PCMs and non-PCM chalcogenides.
2. Requirement for a New Bonding Concept
Beyond the Lewis Two-Center, Two-Electron
Model
The conventional description of chemical interactions for main-
group semiconductor materials involves two-center, two-electron
(2c/2e) (polar) covalent bonds.[15] This is most obvious for mon-
atomic materials of tetrahedrally coordinated atoms, such as
group-IV (e.g., Si or Ge) semiconductors, or chalcogenides con-
sisting of tetrahedral cations and divalent chalcogen anions, such
as group IV–VI2 (e.g., GeS2) semiconductors, with sp
3 hybridized
atomic orbitals (AOs) being involved in bonding, and satisfying
the Lewis octet rule. However, the situation becomes more com-
plicated for non-tetrahedrally bonded compounds, as lone pairs
(LPs), in particular, of chalcogen atoms tend to interact with
neighboring unoccupied antibonding orbitals. This extra interac-
tion, which is different from the ordinary 2c/2e bond, often gives
rise to local violations of the octet rule.
To clarify the limitation of describing chemical interactions in
PCMs solely with ordinary 2c/2e covalent bonds and the octet
rule, we consider two hypothetical cases, in which: 1) the inter-
atomic interactions in a-GST are fully describable solely with
2c/2e covalent bonds and the Lewis octet rule is strictly obeyed;
and 2) additional types of interatomic interactions coexist with
the 2c/2e covalent bonding mechanism, and a violation of the
octet rule is allowed. Let us first assume that the former case
1) is fully satisfied; i.e., the valence-charge distribution is accu-
rately approximated by localized non-bonding and 2c/2e bonding
valence-electron pairs. In this case, the total number of electron
pairs, and AOs, involved in bonding and non-bonding for each
atom is four; therefore, eight electrons are associated with each
atom, satisfying the Lewis octet rule. With this hypothesis, the
electron configuration of Sb (s2p3) in a-GST would lead to a pyra-
midal local coordination geometry, with each apex occupied by
three ligand Te atoms (each forming a covalent bond with the
central Sb atom) and a single LP on the central Sb atom (see
Figure 1). Following Lee and Elliott,[9] this configuration can
be denoted, for simplicity, as Sb(3,1), where the former and latter
numbers in parentheses indicate the number of associated bonds
and of LPs, respectively, for the central Sb atom. The same local
structure of Ge(3,1) also conforms to the octet rule, but not
strictly to the 8-N rule, as four bonds are dictated by the latter
rule. Tetrahedral Ge(4,0) units satisfy both rules. In a-GST,
the (3,1) coordination type turns out to constitute the majority
of molecular structural motifs for Sb and Ge atoms. Similarly,
the dominant structural units for Te atoms are Te(2,2) and
Te(3,1), both of which satisfy the Lewis octet rule. Figure 1 sum-
marizes the main structural units, with assigned numbers of
bonds and of LPs observed in a-GST. The majority of individual
structural units indeed satisfy the octet rule by possessing, in
total, four pairs of covalent bonds and LPs. However, there also
exist a non-negligible percentage (11% in a-GST) of structural
units whose associated number of bonds and LPs exceeds four,
requiring more than four AOs to be involved in bonding. The
hypothesis of perfect Lewis-type local coordination in a-GST
is, hence, a poor approximation in describing actually calculated
charge distributions; that is, the Lewis picture alone is incom-
plete for describing the chemical interactions in a-GST (and
other PCMs), and the second scenario (2), involving the presence
of additional types of interactions, should be adopted instead.
It should be noted that, in extracting the number of chemical
bonds and LPs from DFT calculations, the maximally localized
Wannier function (MLWF)[16] representation was used. In this
case, the electron-charge distributions obtained from delocalized
Figure 1. Amorphous GST model and constituent structural units. The numbers in parentheses from left to right indicate the number of bonds and LPs
associated with the central atom, respectively. Adjacent structural units share a bondMLWF (MLWFbond). The whole amorphous network (right) can then
be constructed from the interconnected structural units (left).
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Kohn–Sham (KS) orbitals were represented in terms of localized
Wannier functions by unitary transformations, each of which is
considered here as representing either a bond or LP, depending
on the criteria for bond formation defined in the analysis.[9,17]
3. Multi-Center Hyperbonding
3.1. Rise of a Hyperbonding Concept
The need for revising the 2c/2e covalent-bond-only picture for
describing a-GST arises due to the significant delocalization of
valence electrons that are involved in beyond-two-body interac-
tions. The task is then how to link the propensity of valence-
electron delocalization to the structural units that do not satisfy
the octet rule in a-GST. To do so, the nature of chemical bonding
in a-GST should be investigated in more detail. A hint on this
was provided by Kolobov et al.,[18] and a more comprehensive
description has been proposed by Lee and Elliott.[14] Unlike
the structural units satisfying the octet rule, such as (3,1) or
(2,2) types, structural units, which are incompatible with the
Lewis picture, commonly possess at least a single linear triatomic
bonding motif (Figure 2), and, for each triatomic bonding motif,
three atoms form two joined bonds with a bond angle of 180.
For such structural units, this (near-) linear triatomic configura-
tion does not fit into the conventional two-body description based
on sp-hybridized AOs, as more than four AOs are required for the
main-group Ge and Sb atoms. Correspondingly, the properties of
the two linked bonds constituting the linear triatomic motif are
chemically distinct from those of ordinary 2c/2e covalent bonds.
For instance, compared with 2c/2e covalent bonds, the two bonds
constituting a linear triatomic motif of a “seesaw” Sb(4,1) unit
display a longer bond length, weaker bond strength, stronger
polarity, and higher delocalization of electrons involved in bond-
ing (Figure 2).[9] The same trend is also observed for the square
pyramidal Sb(5,1) units.
Interestingly, the denoted property contrast between the linear
triatomic bonds and ordinary covalent bonds of (4,1)-type units in
a-GST closely corresponds to the property difference between the
respective axial and equatorial bonds in hypervalent molecules
with a similar molecular geometry.[19] Here, hypervalent mole-
cules refer to the molecular species, any of whose constituent
main-group elements have, in total, more than four associated
bonding and non-bonding electron pairs.[19,20] This means that
they violate the octet rule, as do the central atoms of structural
units that have linear triatomic bonds in a-GST. It is this similarity
in structure and properties that rationalizes the description of the
linear triatomic bonds in a-GST in terms of the concept of “hyper-
bonds,” which has been successfully adopted to describe linear
triatomic bonds in molecules.[21] The term “hyperbond” is coined
here to denote one of the two connected bonds constituting a
(near-) linear triatomic bonding motif with shared similar chemi-
cal properties; hence, the term hyperbond pair is alternatively used
to indicate a linear triatomic bonding geometry. This hyperbond-
ing concept plays a significant role in understanding the chemical-
bonding interactions in a-GST, and other chalogenides in general.
The (4,1)-type unit with the seesaw local-bonding geometry has a
single linear triatomic bonding geometry (i.e., two hyperbonds)
and two ordinary 2c/2e bonds. On the other hand, the (5,1)-type
unit, with a square-pyramidal bonding configuration, consists of
two perpendicular hyperbond pairs (i.e., four hyperbonds) and a
single ordinary covalent bond (Figure 2). It should be noted that
the overall distributions of bonding and non-bonding electron
pairs for all the structural units shown in Figure 1 and 2 conform
to the molecular geometry predicted by the valence-shell electron-
pair repulsion (VSEPR) theory.[22]
3.2. Theoretical Background of the Hyperbonding Model
The bonding concept for the linear triatomic bonding motif was
initially elucidated by three-center, four-electron (3c/4e) bonding
Figure 2. Representative Sb-centered structural units with the number of bonds and LPs exceeding four. These two units violate the octet rule. A com-
parison of bonding characteristics between the hyperbonds and covalent bonds for a Sb(4,1) unit (denoted in the figure) is shown in the table. The values
are averaged over all the units of the same type in the a-GST model. The definition of polarity index corresponds to the value of χ described in the previous
study.[14]
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in a molecular-orbital (MO) picture[23] in an effort to understand
the formation of halogen molecules with linear triatomic bond-
ing geometries. Non-zero bond orders arise from the filled bond-
ing and nonbonding MOs constructed from the relevant three
valence AOs. The valence-bond perspective of this 3c/4e MO
description has been recently complemented by the charge-shift
bonding model, which includes the effect due to mixing of cova-
lent and ionic structures.[24]
On the other hand, the hyperbonding concept, which is even-
tually equivalent to the 3c/4e MO description,[25] is based on the
natural bond-orbital (NBO) perspective with a donor–acceptor
paradigm.[21] We discuss the underlying principles of hyperbond-
ing by considering again the case of a-GST. An LP of a Te (A)
atom (whose state is denoted as nA) tends to be delocalized to
a nearby unoccupied antibonding state (σBC) of a pair of bonded,
say, Sb (B) and Te (C), atoms (Figure 3a). As the interaction
between the Te LP and the nearby antibonding orbital σBC is
allowed, the Lewis 2c/2e bonding picture is no longer complete
(Figure 3a-i), and delocalization-induced interactions should be
considered additionally. Figure 3a-ii,iii corresponds to this case,
in which multi-center interactions are now allowed, and the ini-
tial 2c/2e covalent bonds are strongly affected by this perturba-
tion accordingly. The resultant stabilization interaction of the nA
state leads to a lowering of its energy (Figure 3b). At the same
time, the overall bond order for the original B and C atom pair is
reduced with the occupation of its antibonding state. As three
atoms (A, B, and C) with four valence electrons are involved
in this interaction, it is referred to as a three-center, four-electron
(3c/4e) interaction in an MO perspective. The strength of this
interaction (ΔEs) scales with the inverse of the energy difference
between the Te LP and the empty antibonding (σBC) states
(ΔEnAσBC ), while being proportional to their orbital overlap
(Figure 3b). The strongest LP-delocalization-induced hyperbond-
ing would then be expected when the relevant energy difference
is small while the orbital overlap is maximized. A perfect hyper-
bonding situation may correspond to the case in which an LP of
Te is completely delocalized over the relevant three atoms, result-
ing in the formation of two identical hyperbonds (Figure 3a-iii).
However, it is also possible that an LP is delocalized only par-
tially, with the formation of resultant short and long bonds.
This situation is shown in Figure 3a-ii. In a-GST, a
significant population of Te LPs are involved in such a weak
interaction, intermediate between 2c/2e and 3c/4e interactions.
The involvement of the antibonding states may be verified by the
presence of occupied antibonding states near the top of the
valence band for the hyperbonds (Figure 3c). In summary, by
combining the hyperbonding concept with the conventional
Lewis picture of bonding, one can now describe comprehensively
all the local bonding of structural units (or all the chemical inter-
actions) observed in a-GST.
4. Properties of PCMs from the Hyperbonding
Perspective
With the help of the concept of multi-center hyperbonding, we can
better understand various experimental and theoretical observations




Figure 3. Hyperbonding mechanism. a) Sequential formation of hyperbonds through the gradual delocalization of an LP of an A atom to an antibonding
orbital of an atom pair (B─C). Note the MLWF for the bond depicted is a bonding orbital rather than an antibonding one. b) A schematic energy
diagram elucidating the energy-lowering process via the LP delocalization. c) Crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) curves for hyperbonds and
ordinary covalent bonds of Sb(4,1) units in a-GST. The occupied antibonding states (negative COOP values) near the top of the valence band are
highlighted.
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4.1. Amorphous PCMs
4.1.1. Coordination Number
We first consider the impact of multi-center hyperbonding on the
local coordination of atoms. The increased coordination number
(CN) of constituent atoms beyond the octet rule in amorphous
GST is a natural consequence of the multi-center nature of hyper-
bonding interactions. As stated before, the octet rule says that the
maximum number of bonding and non-bonding electron pairs
associated with an atom is four for the main-group elements with
their four available AOs (one s and three p orbitals). However,
this rule is no longer valid in GST, as shown in previous sections,
and the sum of bonding and non-bonding electron pairs rou-
tinely exceeds four, with often (near-) octahedral coordination
(CN 5) being observed.[9,26] In the hyperbonding picture, octa-
hedral coordination is, in principle, feasible via three mutually
perpendicular hyperbond pairs generated between three p
AOs of a central atom and six AOs of six nearest ligand atoms.
The strongest hyperbonding interaction is usually achieved when
the involved AOs of the central and ligand atoms have a purely p
character, because the maximum orbital overlap between the two
p AOs is expected in this case. The coordination involving less
than three hyperbond pairs corresponds to the seesaw (possess-
ing a single pair of hyperbonds) or square-pyramidal (two
perpendicular hyperbond pairs) molecular geometry, with a
single non-bonding LP electron on the central atom. These local
geometries are in accord with the VSEPR perspective. It is noted
that such hyperbonding configurations are not rare in molecules:
for example, SF4, PF5, or SF6 exhibit seesaw, square-pyramidal,
and octahedral molecular geometries, respectively.[20,27] However,
there exists an important difference between the molecules and
a-GST. Unlike the molecules denoted, the coordination of some
of the ligand Te atoms of hyperbond pairs in a-GST becomes
differentiated as a result of one of their LPs being involved in
hyperbonding. For instance, a Te(2,2) unit tends to form a hyper-
bond pair with a neighboring bonded atom pair, transforming to a
Te(3,1) unit. A signature of hyperbonding, therefore, may be
indicated by the abundance of threefold coordinated Te(3,1) units
in chalcogenides.
4.1.2. Peierls Distortion
The phenomenon of a Peierls distortion in crystalline materials,
which induces a periodic repetition of short and long bonds
along particular crystallographic directions, has often been used
to rationalize the presence in a-GST of a (near) linear triatomic
bonding motif, consisting of a pair of short and long bonds.[28]
Such a structural correlation over three adjacent atoms appears to
be generally found in a-PCMs, even in their liquid phases.[29]
The theory of the Peierls distortion for disordered systems is,
however, quite uncertain. Instead, the long-and-short bonding
motif found in amorphous or liquid PCMs can be simply con-
sidered as an outcome of weak hyperbonding interactions, as
shown in Figure 3a-ii, in which the delocalization of an LP of
an A atom is not complete enough to form two equal hyperbonds.
It should be noted that, as Ge(3,1) or Sb(3,1) units in a-GST can
be involved in such weak hyperbonding interactions with, in
principle, up to three neighboring Te LPs along three perpendic-
ular axes, near-octahedral coordination is often recovered, once a
sufficiently large interatomic distance (e.g., >3.5 Å) is used as a
cutoff distance to define the first coordination shell. This result
implies that weak hyperbonding interactions (Figure 3a-ii) play
an important role in forming (although weakly connecting) the
network structure of a-GST. As the extent of the LP-stabilization
interaction with neighboring antibonding orbitals can vary consid-
erably, depending on the distance between them, the interatomic
distances for both short and long bonds are accordingly distributed
widely (see the top panel in Figure 4). A broad distribution of inter-
atomic distances could, thus, also be one of the indicators of active
weak hyperbonding interactions, as found in a-GST.
4.1.3. Fast Crystallization
The smooth, continuous variation of interatomic distances
resulting from hyperbonding interactions of varying strengths
becomes interesting as soon as it is noticed that such a smooth
distribution extends up to very long interatomic distances (4 Å),
2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4
Ge-Te (amor) Sb-Te (amor)
Hyperbond
Sb-Te (amor)

















Figure 4. Distribution of interatomic distances found in a- and c-GST
models. The interatomic distributions for all Ge─Te (left column) or
Sb─Te (right column) pairs are decomposed into the corresponding con-
tributions from hyperbonds (second panel from the bottom) and covalent
bonds (bottom). These contributing sub-distributions are compared with
the interatomic distances found in c-GST (second panel from the top).
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much beyond the conventional upper bound of the nearest-
neighbor bond distance of 3.2 Å.[3] This extended nature of
nearest-neighbor bonding interactions is a characteristic feature
of amorphous tellurides, such as PCMs. As already noted in the
previous section, the broad distribution of interatomic distances
originates from the wide variability of the degree of
LP-antibonding interactions, which allows for a broad spectrum
of bonding strengths and, consequently, of interatomic distan-
ces. The insight gained from this static chemical-bonding feature
turns out to be also useful for understanding the dynamical
behavior of a-GST, in particular, its fast crystallization behavior.
The starting point is to link the wide variability of the LP-
antibonding-interaction strengths to facile local-structural
changes. We assume that, if there exist considerable energy bar-
riers for the transitions between the configurations in Figure 3a,
the distribution of interatomic distances for the ordinary covalent
and hyperbonding interactions has to be separated to a certain
extent. The lack of two distinguishable peaks in the inter-
atomic-distance distributions for both Ge─Te and Sb─Te atom
pairs is, hence, an indication that the transitions in Figure 3a
involve insignificant energy barriers along the interaction path.
With this reasonable assumption, we argue that such a charac-
teristic feature of LP-antibonding-orbital interactions allows for a
substantial amount of flexibility in local structural changes in
a-GST at temperatures above its glass-transition temperature.[9]
As a result, the bond-switching transition between the configu-
rations A: þ B─C (in Figure 3a-i) and A─B þ :C (the B─C bond
now broken in Figure 3a-iii) is facilitated by the presence of the
A─B─C hyperbond configuration with insignificant energy
barriers.[14] This LP-delocalization-assisted formation of hyper-
bonds, and bond switching, is exactly in line with reported facile
valence-charge redistributions, which provides a route for the
fast crystal nucleation-and-growth processes in a-GST,[3,9] a
characteristic feature of PCMs. In principle, the presence of
weak hyperbonding interactions plays a crucial role in the bond-
switching process, as its wide variability in interaction strength
makes the facile switching process possible.
4.2. Crystalline PCMs
4.2.1. Structure of Crystalline GST
We have discussed so far how the hyperbonding concept can be
linked to a variety of material properties of a-GST. Another
important class of PCM (GST) material is its crystalline phase
(c-GST). Two types of crystalline phases have been reported
for GST: the metastable distorted-rock-salt phase, and the hexag-
onal phase stable at higher temperatures. We consider here only
the former distorted-rock-salt phase, because this metastable
phase is the only crystalline form actually involved in optical,
or electronic, PCmemory-device operations. In the ideal rock salt
c-GST, tellurium atoms form an fcc sublattice, and Ge and Sb
atoms occupy the other fcc sublattice, creating sixfold octahedral
symmetries around all atomic species. Due to the vacancies occu-
pying 20% of cationic sites in the composition GST, the average
CN of Te becomes less than six, although the actual coordination
for individual Te atoms depends on the local spatial distribution
of the vacancies. A random distribution of cation vacancies over
the available cation sites is commonly assumed, whose point of
view is partially supported by experiments.[11] Because of the
presence of the vacant sites, the local coordination of each atom
is distorted away from the perfect octahedral coordination, lead-
ing to overall a distorted-rock-salt structure. Despite this struc-
tural distortion, the crystalline symmetry still renders most of
the Ge and Sb atoms to reside in near-octahedral ligand environ-
ments, allowing for a maximum three pairs of hyperbonds, each
aligning along one of the three axes of an octahedron. This is not
the case for a-GST, where a large proportion of the cations are
surrounded by fewer than six ligand atoms. This means that the
conditions necessary for hyperbond formation, i.e., a (near-)
linear alignment of AOs, are intrinsically satisfied in c-GST,
whereas this is not the case for a-GST. Naturally, the ratio of
hyperbonds to ordinary covalent bonds in c-GST is much higher
than that for a-GST (Figure 5a). We can link this observation to
various property contrasts between c- and a-GST. Before doing
so, however, we would like to establish the similarities and differ-
ences in the nature of chemical-bonding interactions between
the amorphous and crystalline phases.
4.2.2. The Nature of Chemical Bonding in c-GST
Figure 6 shows the chemical-bonding indicators of the electron-
localization function (ELFb) and charge density (ρb) at bond (b)
critical points evaluated for interatomic distances up to 4.0 Å in
c-GST, overlapped with the data for a-GST. The distributions



































Figure 5. Correlation between the number of hyperbonds and BECs, Z*.
a) The percentages of Ge or Sb atoms (either in a- or c-GST) involved in
hyperbonding are compared. b) The BECs corresponding to Ge or Sb
atoms (either in a- or c-GST) are shown.
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multi-center hyperbonds in a-GST are also shown in Figure 4,
wherein the overall distribution of interatomic distances for
a-GST is well divided into two separate sub-peaks. It becomes
clear from the similarity in the peak position and the distribution
of interatomic-distance data that the bond-length distribution of
c-GST closely resembles that of the hyperbonds in a-GST. Also,
the corresponding chemical-bonding indicators for c-GST are
nicely overlapped over the whole interatomic distances consid-
ered. These two observations strongly indicate that the nature
of chemical-bonding interactions in c-GST is very similar to that
of the subgroup of bonding interactions at the same distances in
a-GST, namely, consisting of hyperbonds, such that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between them in the plot in
Figure 6. The additional tails in a-GST at shorter interatomic
distances (less than 2.8 Å) and at longer interatomic distances
(greater than 3.2 Å) correspond to ordinary covalent interac-
tions (similar to B─C in Figure 3a-i) and the interatomic inter-
actions caused by weak hyperbonding interactions (similar to
A···B in Figure 3a-ii), respectively. Therefore, the classification
developed for the chemical interactions in a-GST can be similarly
adopted for describing the crystalline GST system. In this
scheme, the overall structure of c-GST can be approximately
described by a hyperbonding-prevalent network structure,
whereas the chemical interaction in a-GST is instead dominated
by ordinary covalent bonds with a minor population of weak/
strong hyperbonding interactions. This difference leads to an
unusual contrast in a diversity of material properties, which will
be discussed in the following section.
4.3. Comparison Between a- and c-GST
We now return to the initial question, raised at the beginning
of this article, of why there should exist a significant difference
in optical/electronic properties between a- and c-GST, although
the implication from the fast crystallization capability of a-GST
leads to quite the opposite conclusion. Also, the small difference
in thermal conductivity between a- and c-GST is unusual, com-
pared with, for instance, sp3-bonded semiconductors. This problem
can be approached by considering the similarities and differences
in chemical bonding between both phases, in particular, by focus-
ing on the role of multi-center hyperbonding interactions.
4.3.1. Anharmonicity of c-GST and Small Thermal-Conductivity
Difference
Multi-center hyperbonding seemingly has a close relationship
with the high phonon anharmonicity and consequent low ther-
mal conductivity of c-GST. This is due to the recent observation
that long-ranged interactions in cubic crystalline compounds,
which cause optical phonon softening and a strong phonon
anharmonicity and scattering, have a fundamental root in the
cubic crystalline structure enabling a linear alignment of p
AOs.[12] Except for ionic compounds, therefore, any crystals that
have similar crystalline symmetries allowing for (near-) linear
local coordination have the potential to exhibit high anharmonic-
ity with low thermal conductivities. Cubic or rhombohedral
crystals with (near-) octahedral local coordination may be a
representative example of this type of material. Indeed, chalco-
genides with these structures, such as IV–VI or I–V–VI2 com-
pounds, do show unusually small thermal conductivities.[30]
The significance of the linearity of atomic alignments, a common
requirement for long-ranged interactions in crystals and for lin-
ear triatomic p–p–p orbital alignments for hyperbonding, points
to a close relationship between the active hyperbonding in crys-
tals and the large anharmonicity of the crystal lattice. As amor-
phous materials, including a-GST, generally exhibit low thermal
conductivities due to disorder-induced scattering of thermal
phonons,[31] this results in the small difference in thermal con-
ductivity between a- and c-GST. On the other hand, this is not the
case for semiconductor materials of sp3-bonded compounds,
typical non-hyperbonding materials, which show a much larger
contrast in thermal conductivities between their a- and c-phases.
An argument based on a shallow double-well potential due to the
weak Peierls distortion has also been given recently to explain the
large anharmonicity of c-GST.[11,28]
4.3.2. BEC and Optical Contrast
The observedmuch stronger tendency for hyperbonding in c-GST,
compared with its amorphous counterpart, originates from its
cubic crystalline symmetry that allows for near-linear alignments
of AOs through near-octahedral coordination: with this linear
geometry, the orbital overlap of the relevant three p AOs can be
maximized, and the strongest degree of hyperbonding can be
realized. Therefore, it is the near-cubic symmetry of c-GST, with
near-octahedral coordination, that leads to an abnormally strong
propensity toward hyperbonding. The large difference in hyper-
bonding tendency between amorphous and crystalline GST is rem-
iniscent of the large optical contrast found between them. It is then
a reasonable next step to find correlations, if any, between multi-
center hyperbonding and dielectric properties.



































Figure 6. Chemical-bonding indicators for Ge─Te or Sb─Te pairs in GST
as a function of their interatomic distances. a) The distributions of ELFs at
bond critical points for a- and c-GST are overlaid. b) The corresponding
charge densities at the bond critical points are also shown.
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As the dielectric properties are closely linked to the BECs of
the atomic constituents,[32] Lee and Elliott[14] have studied the
correlation with the BECs instead. The BECs for the elements
in c-GST are, in general, much larger than those for its
amorphous counterpart (Figure 5b), which follows the trend
of hyperbond/covalent bond ratios (Figure 5a). This similarity
may be indicative of a close correlation between a high BEC
and a strong tendency of hyperbonding. To check the validity
of this conjecture, the BEC data were classified into different
groups, each group of atoms being involved in forming a specific
number of hyperbond pairs. An intimate correlation was then
revealed: Ge or Sb atoms associated with more hyperbond pairs
show a higher mean BEC, clear evidence that multi-center hyper-
bonding tends to induce high BECs and, consequently, increases
the dielectric constants of materials (Figure 7). In this respect, it
is the structure of c-GST that enables the large optical contrast
between a- and c-GST. This conclusion is further supported by
the observation that most other known c-PCMs possess
similar crystalline structures, such as distorted-rock-salt, or rhom-
bohedral structures, the former corresponding to c-Ge–Sb–Te or
c-Ag–In–Sb–Te alloys, and the latter to c-GeTe, for instance.
4.4. Comparison Between Phase-Change and Non-Phase-
Change Chalcogenides
The relationship of hyperbonding with material properties of
a- and c-GST, established in the previous sections, is here
extended to address the associated question of why only certain
types of chalcogenides (viz., tellurides) exhibit the properties
appropriate for PC applications.
4.4.1. Hyperbonding Tendency
As noted previously, sp3-bonded compounds are the most repre-
sentative non-hyperbonded materials, in which only 2c/2e cova-
lent bonds are present. Among chalcogenides, many sulfides or
selenides also belong to this group. In most cases, this class of
materials shows none of the characteristic features of PCMs dis-
cussed so far, and therefore, these are non-PCMs. An interesting
comparison among chalcogenides with different chalcogen spe-
cies is presented in Figure 5a, from which the dependence of the
hyperbonding tendency on chalcogen species can be directly
deduced. In the case of amorphous phases, although a non-neg-
ligible percentage of hyperbonds is observed for both sulfide,
Ge2Sb2S5 (GSS) and selenide, Ge2Sb2Se5 (GSSe) variants of
GST, they show a much weaker hyperbonding tendency than
a-GST. Figure 5a shows the percentage of hyperbonds, showing
a clear trend of a small increase in the percentage of hyperbonds
from c-GSS to c-GSSe, and then a steeper increase from c-GSSe
to c-GST for both Ge and Sb central atoms. In comparison, the
same trend is also observed in amorphous models, but their rel-
ative percentages are much lower than for the crystalline counter-
parts. Consequently, the difference between the amorphous and
crystalline models drastically decreases from GST to GSS. This
means that, although the hyperbond formation is indeed
enhanced in all crystalline models in comparison with their amor-
phous counterparts, the amplification effect by adopting the cubic
crystalline structure largely diminishes when Te is replaced by S
or less significantly by Se. Hence, it can be concluded that, in
terms of chalcogen types, the hyperbonding tendency sharply
increases down the group-VI column of the periodic table, such
that 3c/4e hyperbonding interactions in GST are much more sta-
ble than in GSS or GSSe, although GSSe exhibits a slightly higher
hyperbonding tendency than GSS. This behavior can be under-
stood in terms of the trend in hyperbonding interaction energy,
which is inversely related to the bandgap of the material: sulfides
have larger bandgaps than selenides, and, in turn, larger than tel-
lurides. Thus, only GST shows a huge enhancement of hyper-
bonding, when it adopts the cubic crystalline form.
4.4.2. Born Effective Charge
As shown in Figure 5b, the first noticeable observation is that,
except for the constituents in a-GSS and a-GSSe, the averaged
BECs show higher values than their nominal ionic charges.
Also, BECs for crystals are, in general, larger than those for their
amorphous counterparts. The overall trend of BEC variation with
different types of chalcogen anions resembles that of hyper-
bonds: from GSS to GSSe to GST, a gradual increase in the aver-
age BEC is observed, together with an increase in the difference
between a- and c-models, which is basically the same as the
trends observed for hyperbonds. This finding then answers
the question of why large optical contrasts are seldom observed
in sulfides or selenides. As shown earlier, their crystalline struc-
tures do not support 3c/4e hyperbonding, and ordinary 2c/2e
covalent bonding prevails for both amorphous and crystalline
phases of these materials (Figure 5). The relationship between
aligned p orbitals and dielectric constants was similarly discussed
for other chalcogenides recently.[33] Such a strong dependence
of multi-center interactions on chalcogen types can be under-
stood from the factors that underlie the physics of the LP-
delocalization-induced stabilization and hyperbonding (Figure 3b).
In particular, most tellurides have sufficiently small energy
differences between LPs and antibonding levels (approximately
represented by the bandgap) and large AO overlaps, favorable










# of hyperbond pairs
a-GST
0 1 2 3
Figure 7. BECs (Z*) of Ge or Sb atoms in a-GST as a function of their
associated number of hyperbond pairs. For a given number of hyperbond
pairs, Sb atoms always show a higher mean Z* than Ge atoms.
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for multi-center interactions. However, this is not the case for sul-
fides or selenides, with larger bandgaps and smaller AOs.
5. Chemical-Bonding Models
Several chemical bonding models have been proposed to under-
stand the structure and properties of chalcogenides and PCMs.
We briefly discuss some of such recently proposed models for
comparison. The resonant-bonding model[34] deals with valence
electrons delocalized over the whole lattice; therefore, this model
is basically suitable for crystalline materials or, at least, materials
with very significant long-range structural and chemical order.
This model provides conceptual ideas for understanding large
CNs of constituent atoms, unusual dielectric properties, or the
weak sp hybridization of AOs for c-PCMs in terms of unsaturated
covalent bonds with a bond order smaller than one. Nevertheless,
the limitation of this model lies in describing crystals involving
significant structural disorder, such as c-GST. Also, as aforemen-
tioned, appreciable delocalization-induced resonance (i.e., hyper-
bonding) exists even in a-GST, with their bonding properties
being equivalent to the bonds in c-GST. More recently, the
metavalent-bonding model[35] has been proposed, based on the
2D “map” of compounds constructed as the functions of the delo-
calization index (or bond order) and charge transfer (or ionicity)
between bonded atoms. This map successfully separates
materials with different bonding types, including the proposed
“metavalent bonding,” coined to emphasize the intermediate
nature between metallic and covalent bonding. A similar map
was also presented based on the resonant-bonding model with
similar variables of hybridization (or covalency) and iconicity.[8]
In a sense, the concept of hyperbonding shares a common
feature with the resonant- (or metavalent-) bonding perspective,
as all the models involve delocalization of valence electrons
participating in bonding beyond the 2c/2e covalent bonds.
The advantage of the hyperbonding concept, however, is that the
requirement of long-range structural order can be avoided in
describing electron delocalization, as the extent of delocalization
reaches only up to three atomic centers in this model. Because of
this, this model can provide a theoretical basis for understanding
both amorphous and crystalline semiconductors within the exist-
ing conventional bonding frameworks in chemistry, i.e., 2c/2e
and 3c/4e bonding interactions, without invoking completely
new interactions. More importantly, the hyperbonding model
can provide a simple, yet practically very important, criterion
as to the structural characteristic required of crystals to be suit-
able for PCM or thermoelectric-material design, viz., a (near-)
linear alignment of AOs leading to substantial hyperbonding
interactions. This structure–property relationship, proposed by
the hyperbonding model, which is lacking in other models,
can be tested in future, and used for selecting candidate materi-
als, simply by considering their crystalline structures utilizing
available crystallographic data.
Although we have focused here on PCMs consisting only of
p-block elements, PCMs containing transition metals,[36] as well
as tellurium-free PCMs (such as Sb-containing alloys[37]), have
also been actively investigated. We believe that hyperbonding
interactions can also occur in these materials too, and so it will
be interesting to investigate this in future studies.
6. Conclusion
The need for a new chemical-bonding theory for PCMs beyond
the Lewis two-center, two-electron (2c/2e) covalent-bond concept
arises, in principle, due to the complicated local bonding config-
urations in amorphous (a-) PCMs. In particular, it is the (near-)
linear triatomic bonding configuration found therein that is
inexplicable within the conventional covalent-bonding picture.
The three-center, four-electron (3c/4e) hyperbonding concept
recently proposed by us provides a sound theoretical basis for
comprehending this three-body bonding configuration. With
the help of this model, the chemical interactions constituting
a-GST can be comprehensively described in terms of 2c/2e ordi-
nary covalent bonds and 3c/4e hyperbonds. This classification is
found to be similarly applicable to crystalline (c-) GST, such that a
diversity of interesting (or unusual with respect to non-PCM)
material properties of GST can then be accounted for, based
on the unique bonding characteristics of hyperbonds and their
abundance in materials of interest. The material properties
considered in this review include the tendency toward high
CNs of constituent atoms, being incompatible with the 8-N or
octet rule, abnormally large BECs, the large optical contrast
between a- and c-GST, and even the dynamical property of the
fast crystallization speed of a-GST. Another useful aspect of
the multi-center hyperbonding model is that it provides a com-
prehensive tool for defining structural motifs in terms of the
number of associated LPs, covalent bonds, and hyperbonds with
the help of the VSEPR theory. This greatly simplifies the descrip-
tion of not only GST but also any PCMs involving complicated
bonding configurations caused by the delocalization of valence
electrons beyond 2c/2e interactions. The hyperbonding concept,
therefore, provides a useful chemical-bonding framework for a
diversity of main-group chalcogenides, including PCMs.
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